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Modern “big data” analysis was motivated by the needs of
the large Internet players, but it was enabled by two main
technical developments: parallel data processing technolo-
gies that support reliable and scalable computation over un-
reliable shared-nothing clusters of computers, and contin-
ued advances in machine learning algorithms and techniques.
Initial work on these two areas happened largely indepen-
dently: MapReduce was developed for aggregate computa-
tions over large multitudes of records, with minimal control
flow and no evident goal of supporting machine learning.
Conversely, many of the advances in machine learning re-
search targeted a single machine.

However, many subsequent developments in parallel data
processing have indeed been motivated by machine learning
tasks. Additionally, many machine learning algorithms have
been ported to parallel data processing libraries, and certain
machine learning techniques, such as deep learning, almost
entirely owe their success to parallel processing techniques.
Tremendous activity, in both the distributed systems and
database communities, and in both industry and academia,
continues in improving the runtime architectures and algo-
rithms. Key points of focus have included more e↵ective
data partitioning and load balancing strategies, as well as
mechanisms for making reliable computation more e�cient,
such as checkpointing and recomputation schemes at di↵er-
ent levels of granularity. Such work has led to many parallel
data processing platforms [1, 2, 3].

Systems-level issues are not the only concern. The database
community continues to search for better programming ab-
stractions and interfaces. E�cient parallel dataflow pro-
grams adopt control and dataflow patterns where processing
is done independently on di↵erent compute nodes, then mes-
sages are exchanged, and the task iterates until some con-
dition is reached. Parallel data processing researchers have
extensively investigated how to express distributed data and
control flow. We now understand much more about the
trade-o↵s between iterative computation with synchroniza-
tion (where all nodes are in the same interation step) ver-
sus fully asynchronous execution (which can be more e�-
cient but makes it harder to port algorithms developed in
a centralized setting); how to abstract working state within
the program; and whether the actual dataflow across nodes
should be modeled as values, deltas, or generic messages.

A much less-studied, but at least equally important, issue
revolves around the fact that programmers want to write
code in familiar languages and take advantage of existing
libraries, so there needs to be a strong coupling between
the parallel data processing runtime system and an existing

host language like Java, Scala, or Python. Ideally, the run-
time platform could still predict and optimize for the work-
load. Most existing approaches to host language integration
use variations of Microsoft’s Language-Integrated Querying
(LINQ), which incorporates some SQL constructs into the
host language; or user-defined map and reduce functions, ap-
plied to collections of objects, along with second-order func-
tions like join and cogroup. However, increasingly there are
applications where the data or the computation has some in-
nate structure requiring navigation and assembly of results,
where such abstractions do little to help.
The“Implicit Parallelism through Deep Language Embed-

ding” paper makes an astute observation that parallel data
processing is the first setting that couples structured navi-
gation operations with host programming languages: in the
1990s, the fields of object-oriented databases and persistent
programming languages focused on these concerns. While
object-oriented databases perhaps never found their “killer
application,” many innovative ideas were developed.
Alexandrov and collaborators propose Emma, an exten-

sion to Scala for parallel data processing, which operates on
bags of structured objects. Emma leverages monad compre-
hensions, first developed as primitive query operations for
object-oriented databases, to traverse and assemble these
structured objects. These monad comprehensions form a
very natural and powerful mechanism for declaratively spec-
ifying structuring and navigation operations, as illustrated
in this paper. The authors also highlight some of the sophis-
ticated query optimization techniques that can be applied,
and further techniques and an evaluation appear in the full
conference version of the paper. This paper does a great job
of taking ideas that may have been “ahead of their time,”
and using them to cleanly tackle some of the open problems
in the parallel data processing space.
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